SPEAKING FAQ
Why Should Your Organization Hire A Speaker?
The success of your organization is directly related to the health of your people. Research has shown that a company’s
optimism, teamwork and productivity skyrocket after a successful presentation. Employees have a renewed sense of
motivation to prioritize their health and this energizes any company in any industry.

Why Nicolette Richer?
As a Regenerative Medicine Health Educator, with over 15 years’ experience, Nicolette Richer informs, inspires, and
invigorates employees, helping organizations unlock their full potential. Nicolette helps teams achieve peak
performance and productivity, one nutritious choice at a time.

Why Now?
We are experiencing a health epidemic of the greatest proportion ever witnessed in history (World Health Organization).
Statistics tell us that 1 in 3 people are silently suffering with a chronic degenerative disease. Perhaps more catastrophic is
the fact that over 30% of employees are secretly living with low energy, chronic pain, depression and anxiety disorders.
This results in unhappy employees, lost productivity and reduced profits. Nicolette and her team of business productivity
and wellness experts provide the solution to create healthy people, healthy culture and healthy business.

How Will You Benefit?
The top innovative businesses realize that the physical and mental health of their organization determines the power of
their competitive edge. Nicolette is a savvy wellness facilitator and a renowned environmental and sustainability expert,
with an insatiable desire to learn and educate. Nicolette works with your team to invigorate a culture of performance
driving the business results you need.

What Makes Nicolette Different?
Nicolette’s experience as an entrepreneur, educator, author and Doctoral student make her unique in the professional
speaking world. Nicolette will give your organization the results they desire and the success they deserve. Healthy people.
Healthy culture. Healthy business.

What Does A Typical Presentation Look Like?
A typical presentation is 30-90 minutes long and is tailored to any industry or business sector. Because Nicolette’s
principles are so dynamic, they can easily be applied to a multitude of different sectors. We will work closely with you to
provide a presentation that is fun, motivational and full of content on personal health improvement.

How Much Do Professional Speakers Cost?

The honorarium of $5,995 covers one keynote presentation. Fees are subject to change and may vary based upon the
length of presentation or location. Please contact us directly regarding your specific event as we would be happy to discuss
your specific needs.

Travel Expenses
In addition to the speaker’s honorarium fee, travel expenses such as flights and hotel are reimbursable.

Bring Nicolette to your next event by calling 604-962-4161 or email us at info@richerhealth.ca
We look forward to connecting and invigorating your organization!

